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ABSTRACT

The possibility of fusion ignition in proton–Boron11 plasma is strongly enhanced if the energy from the fusion-produced a particles is chan-
neled to fast protons, but in an environment in which most of the protons are thermally distributed. This hybrid of thermonuclear fusion
and beam-plasma fusion offers surprisingly large advantages to either purely thermonuclear or purely beam-plasma fusion, neither of which
can by themselves significantly exceed the large bremsstrahlung radiation emitted by the proton–Boron11 plasma. The hybrid scheme has the
potential to reduce the confinement time of the reactants that is required to achieve ignition by an order of magnitude.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0119434

Because Coulomb collision cross sections are so much larger
than fusion cross sections, fast ions tend to slow down much more
quickly than they fuse. As a consequence, the leading approaches to
controlled nuclear fusion tend to be thermonuclear, with reactants
having roughly Maxwellian velocity distributions. However, these
approaches suffer two main disadvantages. First, many pairs of fuel
ions necessarily have comparatively low relative velocities and thus
do not contribute significantly to fusion yields. Second, due to the
collisions, charged byproducts of the fusion reaction tend to heat
electrons, producing radiation and plasma pressure, but no direct
fusion power. This combination of low reactivity and high radiation
is particularly detrimental to thermonuclear proton–Boron11 (p-11B)
fusion,1–5 which consequently has a narrow ignition window even
under very optimistic assumptions,6,7 requiring incredibly long
energy confinement times—on the order of 500 s at ion densities
ni ! 1014 cm"3.

The high electron radiation can, in principle, be ameliorated
through the alpha channeling effect, where waves transfer power from
fusion-born a particles directly into fuel ions, thus bypassing electrons
and leading to enhanced fusion relative to radiation power.8–18 The
premise of alpha channeling is that a wave can set up a diffusion
path in phase space connecting higher energies at one spatial location
to lower energies at another. If the population of particles on the
higher-energy side exceeds that on the lower-energy side, then the
wave-induced diffusion can result in a flow of fusion products from
higher- to lower-energy regions of phase space. This transfers energy
to the wave, which can then damp on ions. Since the p-11B reaction, as
opposed to the DT (deuterium–tritium) reaction, is aneutronic, the a

particles contain 100% of the fusion power, so alpha channeling offers
an even greater opportunity.

The alpha channeling effect also addresses the low fusion reactiv-
ity of p-11B if the a particle energy is selectively channeled to
superthermal rather than thermal protons. Like in beam-target or beam-
beam fusion approaches,19–21 the fast-proton energy can be chosen near
the fusion reactivity maximum. However, in beam-target fusion, the
fusion power output never exceeds the power invested in supporting
the beam against slowing down.22 The beam-target approach can be
improved if fusion products selectively energize high-energy fuel ions
through knock-on collisions,23–26 in a process with similar results to the
alpha channeling effect; however, since there is no resonance condition,
there is less control over which fuel ions are energized.

Surprisingly, however, it turns out that in an alpha channeling-
supported plasma, neither purely beam fusion nor purely thermonu-
clear fusion is optimal. Instead, a hybrid scheme is optimal, involving
both an alpha channeling-supported minority fast proton beam and a
majority thermal proton population. The fusion power from the fast
ions alone cannot support them against slowing down on the thermal
population, so some thermal population is required to support the fast
ions. At the same time, energy lost from the fast ions to the back-
ground thermal protons now stands to produce at least some fusion.
In fact, such an alpha-channeling-driven hybrid fusion scheme signifi-
cantly reduces the fusion ignition requirement, achieving ignition
while allowing five times as much power to be lost through thermal
conduction relative to the thermonuclear case.

To demonstrate the advantage provided by a wave-supported
hybrid approach, consider a 0D power balance model, neglecting
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synchrotron radiation. Synchrotron radiation can be important, but it
is highly configuration-dependent, can be reabsorbed within the
plasma after emission, and can be reflected back into the plasma.27–29

Bremsstrahlung, on the other hand, is an essentially irreducible loss
channel.

The reactor is then characterized by three powers: the fusion
power, PF, which heats the plasma; and the bremsstrahlung radiation
PB and thermal conduction loss PL, which cool it. Balancing inputs
and outputs:

PF " PB " PL ¼ 0: (1)

Both PF and PB are determined by the local plasma parameters, while
PL is determined by the device specifics. However, PL is related to the
energy confinement time by PL ¼ E=sE , where E is the confined
energy of the plasma constituents and sE is the energy confinement
time. Though different figures of merit can be used,30 we choose to
minimize the Lawson criterion nisE , where ni is the ion density.31 For
a given ion density, we then maximize PL ¼ PF " PB, thereby to mini-
mize sE, and so minimize the required energy confinement efficiency.
Note that the results reported here do not require a device that can
actually attain the resulting sE. A device with lower confinement times
could behave in exactly the way we describe here, if it were held in
steady state by auxiliary heating (depending on which species was
being heated).

Fast protons f and thermal protons p produce different amounts
of fusion power. Consider, for simplicity, fixed energy for the fast pro-
tons, fixed boron density nb, and fixed total proton density ðnf þ npÞ.
Let /¼: nf =ðnf þ npÞ. If yf and yp are the fusion power densities that
would result if all protons were fast or thermal, respectively, then

PF ¼ /yf þ ð1" /Þyp: (2)

To maximize fusion power minus bremsstrahlung radiation, note that
the radiation depends on the electron temperature, which depends on
the power balance for each species. In terms of the total energyUs con-
tained in each species s,

dUf

dt
¼ af PF " ðjp þ jb þ jeÞ/; (3)

dUp

dt
¼ apPF þ jp/þ KpbðTb " TpÞ þ KpeðTe " TpÞ " cpPL; (4)

dUb

dt
¼ abPF þ jb/þ KpbðTp " TbÞ þ KbeðTe " TbÞ " cbPL; (5)

dUe

dt
¼ aePF þ je/þ KpeðTp " TeÞ þ KbeðTb " TeÞ " cePL " PB:

(6)

The as parameters describe the transfer of a-particle power to each
particle species (either by alpha channeling8 or by collisional slowing-
down). The js parameters describe the rate at which the fast protons
slow down on other species, with j¼: jp þ jb þ je; the Kss0 parame-
ters describe temperature equilibration between species; and the cs
parameters describe the fraction of the non-bremsstrahlung losses sus-
tained by each species.

Since the ion–ion temperature equilibration rate tends to be
larger than the other characteristic rates, taking Tp¼Tb substantially
simplifies these equations. A further useful simplification is taking
ce ¼ 0, representing the (pessimistic) limit in which the confinement

losses are all sustained by the ions rather than the electrons. Nonzero
ce would make the power balance more favorable by cooling the elec-
trons. These simplifications lead to the following system of equations:

dUf

dt
¼ af PF " j/; (7)

dUi

dt
¼ aiPF þ ji/þ KieðTe " TiÞ " PL; (8)

dUe

dt
¼ aePF þ je/þ KieðTi " TeÞ " PB: (9)

Here, Kie¼
: Kpe þ Kbe and ji¼

: jp þ jb. In steady state, summing
these equations yields Eq. (1), so that Eq. (1) can replace Eq. (8).
Importantly, in contrast to earlier works which examined alpha
channeling in p-11B plasmas,12 we retain thermal conduction losses.

Alpha channeling can be modeled through modification of the as
parameters. To measure the utility of alpha channeling, let g be the
overall alpha channeling efficiency, i.e., the fraction of a-particle power
that is transferred from a-particles into the wave. Then, to measure
the relative utility of fast vs thermal protons, define a parameter v, rep-
resenting the fraction of the channeled power directed into the fast
protons, with the remaining fraction ð1" vÞ going into the thermal
ions (Fig. 1). Then,

af ¼ gv; (10)

ai ¼ gð1" vÞ þ ð1" gÞai0; (11)

ae ¼ ð1" gÞae0; (12)

where as0 is the fraction of the a-particle power that would be absorbed
by species s in the absence of alpha channeling (by collisional slowing-
down). In the absence of alpha channeling, fast particles will tend to pri-
marily slow down on the boron ions, so it is a reasonable approximation
to ignore the /-dependence of ai0 and ji (the latter of which would
enter through the dependence of jp on the thermal proton density).

Thus, left with six variables (g, v, /, PL, Ti, and Te) and three con-
straints [Eqs. (1), (7), and (9)], we are free to choose three variables,
with the others determined by the constraints. To show the fundamen-
tal advantages inherent in alpha channeling, while retaining analytic
simplicity, we leave Ti fixed, optimizing PL over g and v.

With g and v the independent variables, and Ti fixed, we find /
from Eqs. (2) and (7):

0 ¼ gv /yf þ ð1" /Þyp
! "

" j/; (13)

giving

/ ¼
gvyp

j" gvðyf " ypÞ
¼ 1"

j" gvyf
j" gvðyf " ypÞ

: (14)

This solution is plotted for a characteristic set of parameters in
Fig. 2. With Eq. (14) in hand, the optimal beam fraction / follows
directly from the optimal choices of the channeling parameters g and
v. However, we can already derive analytically a fundamental result.
Recall that g is an efficiency, and v is a fraction of the alpha particle
power, so

0 < g < 1; 0 < v < 1: (15)

Additionally, we know that the beam cannot support itself against
slowing down, even at 100% alpha channeling efficiency, which means
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that j > yf . Finally, we know that the beam has a larger fusion cross
section than the thermal population, so yf > yp > 0. From the second
half of Eq. (14), we see that, taken together, these parameter con-
straints mean that

0 ' / < 1; (16)

with equality holding only if gv ¼ 0. Thus, if it turns out to be optimal
to channel energy into the fast ions—that is, if PL is maximized for
v 6¼ 0—this implies that the optimal mix of protons is neither fully
thermal nor fully fast protons, but a mix of the two. In other words, it
follows immediately that the optimization must reside in a hybrid of
both beam-target and thermal schemes.

Now to proceed with the optimization, consider the choice of g,
at a fixed value of v. Viewing Te and / as functions of g and v deter-
mined by the constraint equations (9) and (14), we have

@PL
@g
¼ ðyf " ypÞ

@/
@g
" @PB
@Te

@Te

@g
: (17)

Note that PB is an increasing function of Te. The derivative of Te can
be obtained from Eq. (9). To a good approximation, ae, je, and Kie all
scale like T"3=2e . Thus,

@Te

@g
(
"ae0PF þ aeðyf " ypÞ þ je

! "
@/=@g

Kie þ 3PB=2Te þ @PB=@Te
: (18)

This immediately tells us that, in the absence of fast ions, the best
results are obtained by maximizing the alpha channeling: that is, when
v¼ 0, PL is maximized for g¼ 1. To see this, note that when v¼ 0, /
and @/=@g both vanish. Therefore, when v¼ 0, the sign of @PL=@g is
always opposite that of @Te=@g, and (again, when v¼ 0) @Te=@g is
always negative. In the absence of a beam, increasing the alpha
channeling efficiency g at constant Ti lowers the electron temperature
Te and decreases the associated radiative losses.

To understand the more general case when v 6¼ 0, it is necessary
to calculate the derivative of /:

@/
@g
¼

jvyp
j" gvðyf " ypÞ
! "2 1þ 3g

2
je

j
1
Te

@Te

@g

# $
: (19)

In principle, it could be possible to get @/=@g < 0. However, note that
in the parameter regimes relevant for p-11B fusion, fast ions slow down
much more strongly on ions than on electrons (see, e.g., Ref. 6). As a
result, je=j and ae are both small. Moreover, note that yf> yp, and that
j > yf (otherwise ignition would be possible without any thermal pro-
ton population). So long as je=j and ae are sufficiently small, and so
long as yf " yp is not too close to j, it follows that both / and PL are
increasing functions of g. Intuitively, this is because a higher g means
diverting power away from directly heating the electrons, which tend to
radiate away their energy, and because higher g allows for a larger beam
fraction and a correspondingly larger fusion power density.

It thus follows that, regardless of v, increasing the channeling effi-
ciency g results in larger PL. However, it remains to determine the
optimal value of v, the fraction of power going into fast rather than
thermal protons.

To optimize over v, first combine Eqs. (2) and (14):

PF ¼
jyp

j" gvðyf " ypÞ
: (20)

To maximize, take the derivative with respect to v:

@

@v
ðPF " PBÞ ¼

gjypðyf " ypÞ
j" gvðyf " ypÞ
! "2 "

@PB
@v

: (21)

Note that if Ti and the fast ion energy are fixed, then yf and yp are also
fixed. It follows from Eq. (14) that

@/
@v
¼

gjyp
j" gvðyf " ypÞ
! "2 ; (22)

so the condition on the sign of the derivative is

FIG. 1. This figure shows how the fusion
power is distributed between the different
particle species, both through wave-
facilitated channels (alpha-channeling)
and through collisional slowing down.

FIG. 2. This figure shows / as a function of gv for a scenario in which all thermal
species have a temperature of 300 keV, the fast protons have an energy of
643 keV, the total proton density is 8:5) 1013 cm"3, and the boron density is
1:5) 1013 cm"3. The dashed line shows the result when the /-dependence of jp
is retained.
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sgn
@

@v
ðPF " PBÞ

# $
¼ sgn yf " yp "

@PB
@/

%%%%
g

" #
: (23)

The / derivative of PB is taken at constant g. If PB does not depend on
/, then the maximum occurs at the edge of the domain with v¼ 1,
and it is always better to channel more energy into fast protons. Thus,
even though the solution is characterized by a mix of fast and thermal
protons, this does not represent an interior point of the optimization
itself (which channels maximum power to fast protons), but is rather a
consequence of the constraint of having to support the fast proton dis-
tribution against slowing down.

More generally, PB will increase with Te, and Te will depend on
/. In principle, if PB grows sufficiently quickly when the beam fraction
is increased, a higher v (and a correspondingly higher /) might not
always be more favorable. In order to estimate how PB will vary, com-
pute the response of Te when the system’s other parameters vary at
fixed g. This can be accomplished (as before) by taking the v derivative
of Eq. (9):

" @ae
@Te
" @je

@Te
/" @Kie

@Te
ðTi " TeÞ þ Kie þ

@PB
@Te

# $
@Te

@v

¼ ae
@PF
@v
þ je

@/
@v

: (24)

Again, ae, je, and Kie are taken to scale like T"3=2e and we neglect the
/-dependence that appears in the transfer coefficients through the
dependence on np. Then, Eq. (24) can be rewritten as

@Te

@v
¼ @/

@v

& '
aeðyf " ypÞ þ je

Kie þ @PB=@Te þ 3PB=2Te
: (25)

Then, since @PB=@Te > 0,

sgn
@

@v
ðPF " PBÞ

# $
¼ sgn ðyf " ypÞ " je

@PB
@Te

(

) Kie þ
3PB
2Te
þ ð1" aeÞ

@PB
@Te

# $"1)

: (26)

Here, the positive first term on the RHS corresponds to enhancement in
fusion power due to the fast ions, while the negative second term corre-
sponds to increase in the bremsstrahlung radiation due to fast ions heat-
ing the electrons. The expression is positive in the regimes of greatest
interest for p-11B devices. Consider, for example, a system with
Ti ¼ 300 keV; np ¼ 8:5) 1013 cm"3, and nb ¼ 1:5) 1013 cm"3,
around the thermonuclear optimum described in Ref. 6. For these
parameters, yf " yp is very close to je—they are within 10% of one
another. The second (negative) term in Eq. (26) is then substantially
suppressed by the rest of the expression; Kie, PB=Te, and @PB=@Te are
all roughly the same size. As a result, higher v results in higher equilib-
rium PL, so the optimal fast particle fraction / is the highest one that
the slowing-down power will permit. This is shown numerically in
Fig. 3; the associated numerical calculation is discussed in the Appendix.

With a 0D model of energy exchange and modest further
approximations, we capture rigorously and succinctly the upside
potential of employing alpha channeling in p-11B plasma. Assuming
that the fusion power can be channeled to either thermal protons or
fast protons near the fusion power maximum, we derived three rules
for p-11B fusion:

Rule 1: The optimum arrangement lies in a hybrid approach of
both thermal and fast protons.
Rule 2: The optimum arrangement lies in maximizing the alpha
channeling effect.
Rule 3: This optimum lies in channeling the a-particle power
solely to the fast ions, notwithstanding rule 1.

These rules are not only valuable for navigating through the very
large parameter space of possibilities for the plasma operating condi-
tions, but they also point to a particularly promising opportunity:
namely, that, through alpha channeling, the allowable conduction loss
PL for ignition might be increased by a factor of !3 without a beam
and by a factor of !5 with a beam. Thus, we arrive at the remarkable
result that the prospects for p-11B fusion might be seriously improved
in a hybrid approach, with alpha channeling transferring energy to fast
protons, but in a predominantly thermal proton population. Without
alpha channeling, we recover the result of Putvinski et al.,6 which
reaches marginal conditions for ignition requiring extremely long con-
finement times.

The analysis here captures the relevant physics as simply as possi-
ble. It reveals the key features and general scalings that help alpha
channeling to ease p-11B ignition, including the drop in electron tem-
perature relative to ion temperature and the higher reactivity of the
fast ions. These simplifications come with three caveats.

First, we neglected the /-dependence of j in Eq. (14) and
approximated the thermal proton and boron temperatures as equal.
This simplification does not significantly affect the results (see Fig. 2),
since / remains small, and since the proton–boron thermalization is
relatively fast. The full /-dependence is included in the numerical
results in Fig. 3.

Second, we treated the channeling-supported fast protons as a
monoenergetic population. This approximation is not necessary in
practice, since in principle the fast protons can come from the tail of
the thermal proton population, diffused by waves to higher energy

FIG. 3. This figure shows PL ¼ PF " PB as a function of g for several choices of
v, using Ti ¼ 300 keV, a fast proton energy of 643 keV, np þ nf ¼ 8:5) 1013,
and nb ¼ 1:5) 1013 cm"3. Particularly for higher g, the larger choices of v (which
correspond to a larger fast particle fraction /) lead to higher PL. In other words, in
this parameter regime, it is favorable to channel as much power as possible into
the fast proton population. The most favorable operating point involves a mix of fast
and thermal protons, since v¼ 1 does not lead to / ¼ 1.
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near the fusion power maximum, precisely selected and energized by
means of a resonance condition.

Third, we constrained our optimization more than strictly neces-
sary, by holding the ion temperature and the ratio of protons to boron
ions fixed. In a full optimization, that ratio would vary along with v
and g, since the optimal ion mix for one beam fraction might not be
optimal for another. Such a fuller optimization, incorporating the
unsimplified power balance equations and optimizing over all free
parameters, broadly confirms the results of the simplified and compact
analysis here.32

In addition to the above caveats concerning our analysis, it must
be emphasized that p-11B fusion itself comes with very significant tech-
nological challenges. Producing and confining a plasma at the required
temperatures is an enormously difficult problem, and much harder than
achieving DT fusion. Also, achieving large alpha-channeling efficiencies
is a difficult and device-specific physics problem.8,10,11,13–18 Moreover,
although certain physical processes underlying the alpha channeling
effect have been verified experimentally,33–35 since alpha particles have
not been produced in great numbers even in DT fusion devices, the full
effect itself has not yet been observed. Nonetheless, though difficult,
p-11B fusion does offer huge benefits: non-radioactive plentiful reactants,
no radioactivity-producing neutrons, and no need to breed tritium.36

We demonstrate compactly that, including alpha channeling, at least
one principal barrier to p-11B fusion, namely, producing more fusion
power than is lost by bremsstrahlung and thermal conduction, might be
appreciably overcome in a hybrid beam-thermal approach. This could
open up new opportunities for clean, abundant fusion power.
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APPENDIX: NUMERICAL MODEL

In the main paper, Fig. 3 is based on a numerical solution of
the steady state based on Eqs. (7)–(9), that is

0 ¼ af PF " ðji þ jeÞ/; (A1)

0 ¼ aiPF þ ji/þ KieðTe " TiÞ " PL; (A2)

0 ¼ aePF þ je/þ KieðTi " TeÞ " PB: (A3)

Each simulation is solved for a different choice of g and v. All simu-
lations use a boron density of 1:5) 1013 cm"3 and a total proton
density of 8:5) 1013 cm"3. To solve this system of equations
numerically, it is necessary to include a model for the collisional
slowing-down fractions ai0 and ae0; the per-particle fusion rates yf
and yp; the slowing-down rates ji and je; the temperature equilibra-
tion rate Kie; and the bremsstrahlung power density PB.

The approach taken here has been to calculate each of these
parameters for a scenario closely corresponding to the thermonu-
clear breakeven in Ref. 6, then to allow Te and / to vary as func-
tions of g and v and to scale the coefficients as appropriate, taking
the ion temperature to be fixed.

Let Te0¼
: 160 keV. Then, set the following:

yf ¼ 1:061) 1019 eV cm"3 s"1; (A4)

yp ¼ 0:534) 1019 eV cm"3 s"1; (A5)

~ap0 ¼ 0:463; (A6)

~ab0 ¼ 0:400; (A7)

~ae0 ¼ 0:138; (A8)

~jb ¼ 1:598) 1019 eV cm"3 s"1; (A9)

~jp ¼ 2:269) 1019 eV cm"3 s"1; (A10)

~je ¼ 0:529) 1019 eV cm"3 s"1; (A11)
~K ie ¼ 3:08) 1013 cm"3 s"1: (A12)

These values correspond to the parameters evaluated at the thermo-
nuclear breakeven operating regime described in Ref. 6. For these
particular parameters, / ¼ 0; Tb ¼ 299 keV, and Tp ¼ 309 keV.
Then, given this operating point, it is possible to evaluate quantities
that are known at Te ¼ Te0 and / ¼ 0 at other values of Te and /.
This is done as follows:

PFð/Þ ¼ /yf þ ð1" /Þyp; (A13)

ae0 ¼ ~ae0ð
Te

Te0
Þ"3=2 1þ

~ap0/
~ab0 þ ~ap0

 !
; (A14)

ai0 ¼ 1" ae0; (A15)

af ¼ gv; (A16)

ai ¼ gð1" vÞ þ ð1" gÞai0; (A17)

ae ¼ ð1" gÞae0; (A18)

ji ¼ ~jb þ ð1" /Þ~jp; (A19)
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je ¼ ~je
Te

Te0

& '"3=2
; (A20)

Kie ¼ ~Kie
Te

Te0

& '"3=2
: (A21)

Equation (A14) is an expansion in small / and ae0. For any given
Te, PB can be evaluated using the expression found in Ref. 6.
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